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Abstract
Objectives: This study compares the ontogenetic bone modeling patterns of the
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maxilla to the related morphological changes in three human populations to better
understand how morphological variability within a species is established during
ontogeny at both micro- and macroscopic levels.
Materials and methods: The maxillary bones of an ontogenetic sample of 145 subadult
and adult individuals from Greenland (Inuit), Western Europe (France, Germany, and Portugal), and South Africa (Khoekhoe and San) were analyzed. Bone formation and resorption were quantified using histological methods to visualize the bone modeling patterns.
In parallel, semilandmark geometric morphometric techniques were used on 3D models
of the same individuals to capture the morphological changes. Multivariate statistics were
applied and shape differences between age groups were visualized through heat maps.
Results: The three populations show differences in the degree of shape change
acquired during ontogeny, leading to divergences in the developmental trajectories.
Only subtle population differences in the bone modeling patterns were found, which
were maintained throughout ontogeny. Bone resorption in adults mirrors the pattern
found in subadults, but is expressed at lower intensities.
Discussion: Our data demonstrate that maxillary morphological differences observed
in three geographically distinct human populations are also reflected at the microscopic
scale. However, we suggest that these differences are mostly driven by changes in
rates and timings of the cellular activities, as only slight discrepancies in the location of
bone resorption could be observed. The shared general bone modeling pattern is likely
characteristic of all Homo sapiens, and can be observed throughout ontogeny.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

(Hanihara, 1996, 2000; Hennessy & Stringer, 2002; Howells, 1973,
1989; Lynch, Wood, & Luboga, 1996). In addition to population his-

Among present day humans, geographic variation in adult facial mor-

tory, environmental factors such as climate and subsistence strategies

phology has been reported as reflecting population affinities

contribute to cranial shape variation among human populations.
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Adaptation to climate has been observed in facial features (Butaric &

patterns and morphological changes during ontogeny. This was first

Maddux, 2016; Cui & Leclercq, 2017; Evteev, Cardini, Morozova, &

assessed by O'Higgins and Jones (1998) in the Red-capped mangabey

O'Higgins, 2013; Harvati & Weaver, 2006; Hubbe, Hanihara, & Harvati,

Cercocebus torquatus. The authors found that the bone modeling pat-

2009; Nicholson & Harvati, 2006; Roseman & Weaver, 2004), particu-

terns reflect allometric patterns in the face of this species. Several

larly in the shape of the nasal region (Churchill, Shackelford, Georgi, &

recent studies combined surface histology and semilandmark geomet-

Black, 2004; Franciscus & Long, 1991; Holton & Franciscus, 2008;

ric morphometric techniques to study facial ontogeny in great apes

Maddux, Yokley, Svoma, & Franciscus, 2016; Yokley, 2009). Noback,

and humans (Freidline, Martinez-Maza, Gunz, & Hublin, 2016;

Harvati, and Spoor (2011), as well as Maddux, Butaric, Yokley, and

Martinez-Maza, Freidline, Strauss, & Nieto-Diaz, 2015; Schuh,

Franciscus (2017), found correlations between cold-dry and hot-wet

Kupczik, Gunz, Hublin, & Freidline, 2019). Such as O'Higgins and

environments and the shape of the bony nose (particularly the nasal

Jones (1998), these studies showed a correspondence between the

fossa), suggesting that aspects of the nasorespiratory system may be

morphological changes and the bone modeling patterns. Furthermore,

adaptations to particular environments. Moreover, according to several

these methods have shown to be complementary: while surface his-

studies changes in diet across time as observed between hunter-

tology is informative about the microscopic processes underlying

gatherer and agricultural populations have been linked to the grac-

bone growth, geometric morphometric techniques help to quantify

ilization of the masticatory apparatus (Deter, 2009; Gonzalez-Jose

and visualize the morphological changes and displacements that

et al., 2005; Noback & Harvati, 2015; Stynder, Ackermann, &

cannot be observed through bone modeling alone.

Sealy, 2007; von Cramon-Taubadel, 2011). Stansfield, Evteev, and

Recently, Schuh et al. (2019) applied both methods on an ontoge-

O'Higgins (2018) suggested that a reduction of loadings during ontog-

netic sample of 48 maxillae from French individuals. In line with previ-

eny explains morphological differences in the mandible between prehis-

ous studies (Martinez-Maza et al., 2015; O'Higgins & Jones, 1998), the

toric and modern humans. Thus, in comparison to the rest of the skull,

authors observed that maxillary bone modeling patterns in humans are

facial components may be more plastic being subjected to diverse

rather constant through time from early stages on (i.e., the location of

sources of variation (Smith, 2009; von Cramon-Taubadel, 2014).

bone resorption on the surface is similar between age groups). This

One way to understand how morphological variability is

implies that the resorptive process is highly controlled (as discussed by

established within a species is by investigating its ontogenetic pro-

Schulte et al., 2013), and that morphological differences within a group

cesses. Freidline, Gunz, and Hublin (2015) compared the ontogenetic

are likely driven by changes in bone formation and resorption rates

and static allometry (i.e., the covariation between shape and size) of

rather than major differences in the bone modeling patterns. Regions of

several geographically diverse human populations using geometric

the maxilla showing less morphological variation, such as the maxillary

morphometric techniques. Their results support previous studies by

arcade, are associated mainly to resorptive areas, suggesting that

showing that population differences in facial morphology are already

regions of high mechanical demands are more constrained and less vari-

present early in ontogeny, possibly prenatally (e.g., Bastir &

able. However, these inferences are based on a single population and

Rosas, 2004; Lieberman, McBratney, & Krovitz, 2002; Mooney &

may not reflect the variability within a species. McCollum (2008) pro-

Siegel, 1986; Nicholas, 2016; Ponce de Leon & Zollikofer, 2001). They

posed that the differences in the expression of bone resorption

also demonstrated subtle differences between populations in the pat-

observed in her sample may reflect population history; however, like

terns of absolute and relative growth and development. Therefore,

most bone modeling studies the limited sample size, as well as the lack

changes in the patterns of ontogenetic allometry generate differences

of quantitative data, make this interpretation difficult.

(Bulygina,

In the present study, we quantify the bone modeling patterns in an

Mitteroecker, & Aiello, 2006; Rosas & Bastir, 2002; Sardi & Ramirez-

ontogenetic series of three geographically distinct human populations:

Rozzi, 2012; Vidarsdóttir, O'Higgins, & Stringer, 2002).

Western European, Greenlandic Inuit, and South African Khoekhoe and

in

facial

morphology

between

human

populations

At the cellular level, both the rate of activity as well as the loca-

San descent. We investigate if differences observed at the macroscopic

tion on bone surfaces of the osteoblasts and osteoclasts, the cells

(or morphological) scale relate to those at the microscopic level. The

responsible for bone formation (or apposition; Enlow & Bang, 1965,

Inuit facial morphology has long been the focus of many studies

Enlow, 1966) and resorption, cause bone to change in size and shape

(Cruwys, 1988; Hawkes, 1916; Hrdlička, 1910; Hylander, 1977;

during ontogeny. This process, visible on dry bone, is called bone

Lynnerup, Homøe, & Skovgaard, 1999; Oschinsky, 1962), and different

modeling (Enlow, 1962; Enlow & Bang, 1965; Frost, 1987). It is of par-

hypotheses have been proposed to explain their characteristic facial

ticular interest for ontogenetic studies as it can help us better under-

features, such as adaptation to a cold environment (Coon, Garn, &

stand the development of morphological features (Bromage, 1989;

Birdsell, 1950; Wolpoff, 1968) and a hard diet (Hrdlička, 1910;

McCollum, 1999; McCollum, 2008). A majority of the ontogenetic

Hylander, 1977). They are characterized by an elongated, narrow nasal

studies published in the past 20 years employed geometric morpho-

aperture, vertical zygomatic processes, reduced nasal bones, and maxil-

metric techniques as a methodological approach, as it is a powerful

lary frontal process width, as well as a generally flat infra orbital area

tool for the quantification and visualization of morphological

(Hylander, 1977). South African populations such as Khoekhoe and San

changes (Gunz & Mitteroecker, 2013; Mitteroecker & Gunz, 2009;

possess small faces with short and wide nasal apertures, anteriorly

Mitteroecker, Gunz, Windhager, & Schaefer, 2013). However, few

projecting zygomatic processes, wide orbits, and large maxillary frontal

studies have focused on the relationship between bone modeling

processes (Freidline et al., 2015). Europeans have been described as
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showing long noses and retracted zygomatic bones (Hennessy &

Bromage (1989). A positive replica of each negative mold was gener-

Stringer, 2002). Thus, we expect discrepancies in the expression and/or

ated using an epoxy resin (5 Minute Epoxy Epoxidharz 2 K-Kleber

location of bone resorption between these populations where shape

transparent, Devcon). Only the better-preserved side of the maxilla

differences are the most pronounced, for example in the nasal area for

was kept for the analysis (i.e., either left or right). Out of the 145 indi-

which population differences have been described (Hennessy &

viduals, seven did not yield any data, which reduced the sample size

Stringer, 2002; Maddux et al., 2017; Noback et al., 2011; Sardi &
Ramirez-Rozzi, 2012). Moreover, a more pronounced canine fossa
should be associated with more bone resorption, as discussed by Enlow
and Bang (1965) and Schuh et al. (2019).

TABLE 2
(total: 249)

Landmarks and semilandmarks numbers and definition

Landmarks

Label

Fixed landmarks

2
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

|
|

Sample

Superolateral nasion

sln

Dacryon

d

Zygoorbitale

zyo

Inferolateral rhinion

ilr

Anterior nasal spine

ans
ids

France; Anatomical Institute of the University of Leipzig, Germany;

Alveolare
(infradentale
superius)

Anthropological collection of the University of Coimbra, Portugal),

Zygomaxillare

zm

Greenland (Inuit; Laboratory of Biological Anthropology, University of

Malar root origin

mro

Maxillo-palatine
suture

mps

The cross-sectional ontogenetic sample comprises 145 individuals
from three different geographic areas (refer to Table 1 for the sample
composition): Western Europe (Anatomical Institute of Strasbourg,

Copenhagen, Denmark) and South Africa (Khoekhoe and San; Iziko
South African Museum, Cape Town; Anthropological collection of the
Department of Human Biology, University of Cape Town; McGregor
Museum, Kimberley, South Africa). Sex and calendar ages are known for

Curve semilandmarks

Number—definition
FMS

some Western European individuals only, and were already previously

Fronto-maxillary
suture

2—Superolateral nasion to
dacryon

investigated (Schuh et al., 2019). Thus, they were not considered in this

Naso-maxillary suture

NMS

6—Superolateral nasion to
inferolateral rhinion

development, following AlQahtani, Hector, and Liversidge (2010): AG

Inferior orbital margin

IOM

6—Dacryon to zygoorbitale

1, developing deciduous dentition; AG 2, first permanent molar (M1) in

Nasal aperture outline

NA

6—Inferolateral rhinion to
anterior nasal spine

permanent molar (M3) erupted, or adults. For the latter, variability in

Subnasal outline

SO

3—Nasal spine to alveolar

the bone modeling patterns is still largely unknown; however, as adult

Zygomatico-maxillary
suture

ZMS

5—Zygoorbitale to zygomaxillare

maxillae are larger than those of subadults, data collection is more timeconsuming. Therefore, we were only able to include a limited number of

Maxillary contour

MC

4—Zygomaxillare to malar root
origin

Alveolar outline

AO

8—Alveolare to maxillo-palatine
suture

study. We divided our sample into four age groups based on dental

occlusion; AG 3, second permanent molar (M2) in occlusion; AG 4, third

individuals for this group. Finally, individuals with extensive tooth loss
or surface alterations were avoided.
Negative molds of the maxillary surface (delimited by the surrounding sutures) were made using a low-viscosity silicone (President

Surface semilandmarks

Plus light body, Coltène/Whaledent AG, Switzerland) following

T A B L E 1 Number of individuals for
each population and age group

a

200—Covering the whole
surface of the bone

Age group

Greenlandic Inuita

South Africanb

Western Europeanc

Total

1

13

11

24

48

2

15

8

27

50

3

15

8

3

19

4

5

10

6

21

Total

48

37

60

145

Laboratory of Biological Anthropology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
Iziko Museum of Cape Town; University of Cape Town; McGregor Museum of Kimberley, South Africa.
c
Strasbourg Anatomical Collection (Le Minor, Billmann, Sick, Vetter, & Ludes, 2009; Rampont, 1994),
France; Leipzig University of medicine, Germany; Anthropological Collection of the University of Coimbra, Portugal.
b
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to 138 individuals for the surface histology analysis. Those individuals

Schlager, 2017). Landmarks taken on left maxillae were mirrored to

were however kept for the morphological analysis. We used com-

obtain a sample composed of only right configurations. To assure geo-

puted tomography (CT) scans of all individuals acquired at a resolution

metric homology between the landmark configurations, the curve and

of 0.2 to 0.4 mm (BIR ACTIS 225/300) and 0.6 mm for the Western

surface semilandmarks were allowed to slide along their respective

European/South African individuals and Greenlandic Inuit, respec-

tangent axis and plane, by minimizing the bending energy of the

tively. For the South African sample, some of the scans were acquired

deformation between the sample mean and each configuration

using a portable Artec Space Spider (Artec3D, Luxembourg) surface

(Bookstein, 1997; Gunz, Mitteroecker, & Bookstein, 2005).

scanner. The surface models were generated using the software packages Avizo (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Artec Studio.

The coordinates were then superimposed using a Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA; Rohlf & Slice, 1990). To first investigate the morphological variation in the ontogenetic patterns, developmental
trajectories between populations were explored by using a Principal

2.2

Analyses

|

Component Analysis (PCA) in shape space. Shape differences between
populations were visualized by computing and superimposing the mean

2.2.1

|

Analysis of developmental changes

shapes of each population. Differences and/or similarities in the developmental trajectories were assessed with the use of developmental

To quantify the morphological changes of the maxilla bone during

simulations. In a given population, the youngest individuals (from AG 1)

ontogeny, we used a template of 249 landmarks and semilandmarks

were simulated along the trajectory of another population by adding

(Table 2) created in Viewbox (dHAL software) from the right maxilla

the mean developmental trajectory of the latter (computed as the vec-

(Figure 1a). Fixed landmarks (n = 9) and curve semilandmarks (n = 40)

tors of the mean shape differences) to their Procrustes coordinates

were placed manually, and surface semilandmarks (n = 200) were

(Gunz, Neubauer, Maureille, & Hublin, 2010; Neubauer, Gunz, &

automatically projected onto each individual's surface using a thin-

Hublin, 2010; Scott, Neubauer, Hublin, & Gunz, 2014). As developmen-

plate spline (TPS) interpolation function. Estimation of missing data

tal trajectories are nonlinear, and as the number of variables largely

was performed in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2020) by deforming the

exceeds the number of individuals in this study, performing linear sta-

weighted estimate configurations that are the most similar to the

tistical tests is not appropriate. By accounting for the nonlinearity of

defective configuration using a TPS interpolation (package Morpho;

the trajectories, this method thus allows the analysis of ontogenetic

F I G U R E 1 (a) Template of
the right maxilla showing
249 landmarks (red dots) and
semilandmarks (curve: blue dots;
surface: orange dots). Names and
definitions of fixed landmarks and
curves semilandmarks are given in
Table 2. (b) Examples of bone
formation (left) and bone
resorption (right). Formation is
characterized by collagen fibers
that are mineralized and visible
on dry bones as elongated
structures. Scale bar: 1 mm. Bone
resorption is detectable by the
presence of small depressions,
called Howship's lacunae. Scale
bar: 500 μm

SCHUH ET AL.

5

F I G U R E 2 Developmental simulations. Top: Western European AG 1 individuals simulated along the Greenlandic Inuit (left) and
South African (right) trajectories; Middle: Greenlandic Inuit AG 1 individuals simulated along the Western European (left) and South African (right)
trajectories; Bottom: South African AG 1 individuals simulated along the Greenlandic Inuit (left) and Western European (right) trajectories. Each
individual's trajectory is represented as a dotted line. Simulated individuals are shown as dots in a lined convex hull. Both lines and dots are
shown in the color of the population for which the trajectory was used (e.g., Western Europeans and South Africans simulated along the
Greenlandic Inuit trajectory are shown in blue). Each age group is represented by a filled convex hull in the color of the population (orange:
Western European, blue: Greenlandic Inuit, red: South African). Non-simulated adults are shown in a dark shade convex hull

6
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trajectories in a multivariate context. The simulated individuals were

older to the younger age group. The distances are shown on a map as

compared in a PCA to the non-simulated adults, first within one popula-

a color scale of maximum and minimum distances between meshes

tion (the Western European, as it is the most well-represented of the

(a range of 2 and − 2, respectively). Positive distances (from 0 to 2)

sample) to test the method, then between populations. If the simulated

are shown in warm colors, and are interpreted as an anterior displace-

adults plot close to the non-simulated ones of their own population,

ment of the bone. Similarly, negative distances (from −2 to 0) are

then the trajectories are interchangeable. In the opposite case, the

shown in cold colors, and are interpreted as a posterior displacement.

trajectories differ between populations (Neubauer et al., 2010).
Intra-population developmental differences across age groups
were then visualized with the use of heat maps (Schlager, Profico, Di
Vincenzo, & Manzi, 2018). First, independent GPAs were performed

2.2.2 | Quantification and visualization of the bone
modeling patterns

on each population to ensure that population differences do not influence the results. The mean shape of each age group was computed

For the surface histology analysis, a grid of 5 × 5 mm squares was drawn

using the Procrustes coordinates. A mesh was then warped onto each

on each cast (Martinez-Maza, Rosas, & Nieto-Diaz, 2013). The observa-

mean shape using a TPS interpolation. Euclidean distances between

tions were made using an automated digital microscope (SmartZoom

two meshes of subsequent age group means (AG 1 and 2 [AG 1–2];

5, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) with a 1.6x PlanApo D objective

AG 2 and 3 [AG 2–3]; AG 3 and 4 [AG 3–4]) was calculated using a k-

(zoom: ×34). Bone formation results from the activity of the osteoblasts

dimensional tree search for closest triangles (Schlager, 2017) from the

that produce collagen fibers, identifiable as elongated structures on the

F I G U R E 3 Shape differences
between populations visualized
by superimpositions of the mean
shapes. A: Greenlandic Inuit
(blue) and South African (red);
Greenlandic Inuit (blue) and
Western European (orange); C:
Western European (orange) and
South African (red)

F I G U R E 4 Heat maps
showing morphological
differences between AG 1 and
2 (AG 1–2), AG 2 and 3 (AG 2–3),
and AG 3 and 4 (AG 3–4) for all
populations. The differences are
calculated as the closest
distances between two meshes,
which were first warped onto
their corresponding mean
configuration using a TPS
interpolation (after independent
GPA alignments for each
population). Warm colors indicate
positive distances, cold colors
indicate negative distances. The
color scale was set up on a range
from −2 (minimum distance) to
2 (maximum distance).
Informative data are only
considered for the surface in
relation to the template, which
exclude the teeth
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surface (Figure 1b, left). Bone resorption is defined by the digestion of

BR by the total surface area of the bone. From these results, mean %

the bone by the osteoclasts, and results in multiple cavities known as

BR and standard deviation were calculated for each age group. In

Howship's lacunae (Figure 1b, right; Boyde, 1972). We analyzed each

order to compare and visualize the bone modeling patterns between

square and recorded the presence of the two activities on handmade

populations, digital maps were computed for each individual in

maps. When both activities were present, another 2.5 × 2.5 mm grid was

RStudio. The %BR at each square was associated with a color:low

drawn within the 5 × 5 mm squares so that pictures at a higher resolution

values of bone resorption were represented by warm colors, while

(×101) could be taken with a PlanApo D ×5 objective.

high values were represented by cold colors. Areas with low amounts

Following Schuh et al. (2019), areas of bone resorption were man-

of bone resorption are represented by predominant amounts of bone

ually selected in order to be quantified using the software ImageJ

formation; however, this analysis does not distinguish between highly

1.46r (Schneider, Rasband, & Eliceiri, 2012). A percentage of bone

active (as seen in young individuals) and quiescent (as seen in adults)

resorption (%BR) for each square of the grid was calculated, as well as

bone formation. To make the comparison between the maps possible

the amount of bone resorption per individual by dividing the total %

(as size differences exist between young and older individuals), scaling

80

to a standardized grid of 8 × 8 squares was performed in R (see Schuh
et al., 2019 for a detailed description of the method). We then computed mean bone modeling maps per age group by calculating the average %BR at each square, excluding missing values. In order to visualize
both changes in shape together with the bone modeling patterns, each

60

mean bone modeling map was warped onto the 3D surface of its
corresponding mean shape in Geomagic® Studio (Research Triangle
Park, NC). Population similarities in the bone modeling patterns were
tested for the age groups that present a sufficient number of individuals
(i.e., AG 1 and 2) using a PERMANOVA (1,000 iterations). Moreover, in
46.5

% BR
40

order to test if population differences are found in different areas of
39.3
37.6

the maxilla, we performed a MANOVA on each square of the grid,

39

35.7

36.5

followed by a Bonferroni correction of the p-values.

34.1

33.9
29.2

20

29.2

2.2.3 | Joint analysis between bone modeling and
morphological data

19.6

Although differences and/or similarities in the bone modeling patterns

11.2

might explain the variation observed at the morphological scale, the
covariation between maxillary morphology and bone modeling might

0

differ between human populations. Thus, we carried out two-block ParWE1 IN1

SA1 WE2 IN2

SA2 WE3 IN3

SA3 WE4 IN4

SA4

tial Least squares (PLS) analyses (Rohlf & Corti, 2000) on the bone
modeling data and the Procrustes coordinates (see Mayer, Metscher,

F I G U R E 5 Boxplot representing the variation of the percentages
of bone resorption (%BR) in each age group for all populations.
Orange: Western European (“WE1”; “WE2”; “WE3”; “WE4”); blue:
Greenlandic Inuit (“IN1”, “IN2”, “IN3”, “IN4”); red: South African
(“SA1”; “SA2”; “SA3”; “SA4”). Age groups' sizes equal to or less than
five individuals were represented by dots in the corresponding
population color. Each mean %BR is indicated as a black dot

TABLE 3

Müller, and Mitteroecker (2014) as well as Schuh et al. (2019) for more
details on the method). The PLS analysis computes pairs of linear combinations (called singular warps, “SW”; Bookstein et al., 2003) that
account for the maximum of covariance between two blocks using the
covariance matrix. Different PLS analyses were performed on the
pooled sample to investigate general trends of covariation, and for each

Mean percentage and SD for each age group and population, associated to Figure 5
Western European

Greenlandic Inuit

South African

Age group

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

1

37.6 (24)

13.9

46.5 (13)

19.9

39 (11)

18

2

34.2 (27)

16.1

39.3 (15)

18.7

33.9 (8)

10.6

3

29.8 (2)

25.4

35.7 (15)

19.1

29.2 (2)

4.2

4

19.6 (6)

8.6

11.2 (5)

7.4

19.6 (10)

12.6

Note: The number of individuals is given in parenthesis after the mean.
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population separately (to avoid the influence of a group on the others).

trajectory, are shifted toward the negative values (implying a shortened

Missing values were first estimated using a regularized iterative PCA

trajectory) as well as moved toward the negative values on PC 2 (imply-

algorithm of the missMDA package (Josse & Husson, 2016). After this

ing a change in direction). Shape differences between the three

step, only 32 squares (variables) were kept. To correct for the effect of

populations are shown in Figure 3. The Inuit maxilla is consistently

size, we computed a multivariate linear regression of the shape coordi-

shorter mediolaterally, both in the maxillary arcade and the frontal pro-

nates on the natural logarithm of the centroid size and performed

cess that is more elongated superoinferiorly. South Africans are slightly

another two-block PLS analysis between the shape residuals and the

more projected in the anterior maxilla, and Western Europeans show a

bone modeling data including all populations. The significance of each

more anteriorly developed anterior nasal spine (ANS).
Figure 4 shows the heat maps computed between age group

singular value was assessed using a permutation test (1,000 iterations).

means' Procrustes coordinates, thus showing the developmental
(or shape) differences between two pairs of age group means

3

|

RESULTS

(AG 1–2, 2–3, and 3–4). Overall, in all populations a posterior displacement (cold colors) is found in the inferior orbital ridge, the

3.1 | Developmental trajectories and patterns of
shape changes

canine area, and in the anterior maxilla while a slight anterior displacement is found in the frontal process (warm colors). This suggests a shared general pattern of development between the three

The developmental simulations are shown in Figure 2 (see also

populations; however, slight differences can be observed. While in

Supporting Information S1). Overall, all simulated individuals plot

Inuit and South Africans the differences shown in AG 1–2 are small

away from the non-simulated ones, implying different developmental

(the distance is close to 0 mm), Western Europeans show a marked

trajectories for each population. In both cases, the simulated Inuit
individuals from AG 1 result in an elongated trajectory along PC1
(shifted toward the positive values), although less elongated when following a South African trajectory. Similarly, South African individuals
simulated along the Western European trajectory are shifted toward
the positive values along PC 1, while Western Europeans simulated
along the South African trajectory are shifted toward the negative
values along PC 1, resulting in a shorter trajectory. Finally, both
South Africans and Western Europeans, when simulated along the Inuit

T A B L E 4 Degree of freedom (df), coefficient of determination (R2)
and p-values of the PERMANOVA testing for population similarities in
the bone modeling patterns at each age group, considered significant
for p ≤ .05
Age group

df

R2

p-value

1

2

0.07

.06

2

2

0.07

.05

F I G U R E 6 Maps showing the
average bone modeling pattern at
each age group and for each
population. Cold colors (between
50 and 100%) indicate high
amounts of bone resorption
while warm colors (between
0 and 50%) indicate low amounts
of bone resorption
(i.e., predominant bone
formation, whether it is in an
active or quiescent state). Each
map was projected onto the
mean shape of the corresponding
age group
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posterior displacement in the canine fossa. Most evident shape dif-

minimum 50 to 100%). Each population expresses differences in the

ferences are found in AG 2–3 in all populations, with a posterior dis-

location of bone resorption from early on. Western Europeans and

placement located in the canine fossa. Finally, developmental

South Africans show more resorption on the canine bulb and the canine

differences between AG 3 and 4 appear very slight in both Inuit and

fossa, with South Africans expressing also more resorption around the

Western Europeans. South Africans show a marked anterior dis-

orbital ridge. The Inuit pattern expresses a maximum %BR in the ante-

placement in the infraorbital region.

rior part of the maxillary arcade (on top of the incisors). Results from
the PERMANOVA testing for population similarities in the bone modeling patterns are given in Table 4. Only AG 2 shows significantly differ-

3.2 | Patterns of bone modeling across human
populations

ent mean values in the %BR (p ≤ .05). In each population, the bone
modeling pattern expressed in AG 1 is repeated until at least AG 3. The
decrease of %BR observed in Figure 5 in AG 4 is well represented by

A percentage of bone resorption was obtained for each individual,

the adult bone modeling maps that express low amounts of bone

and average %BR were calculated for each age group. Results are rep-

resorption. However, compared with the two other populations adult

resented as boxplots in Figure 5, and means and standard deviations

South Africans seem to maintain the pattern found in the subadults by

are shown in Table 3. Overall, a similar pattern is observed in each

expressing more resorption in the maxillary arcade.

population, showing a progressive decrease in the %BR, with the

Figure 7 shows the results of the MANOVA, testing for statistical dif-

youngest age groups showing higher %BR on average than the adults

ferences in the bone modeling patterns at each square for each age group

(between 29.2 and 46.5% against 12 and 29.2%). Western Europeans

(see also Supporting Information S2). In AG 1, significant differences are

show on average 10% less bone resorption than the two other

located mostly at the bottom of the frontal process, along the zygo-

populations, except in AG 4. The average %BR in South African adults

maticomaxillary suture and close to the inter-maxillary suture (in the ante-

is higher than in the two other populations (29.2% against 19.6 and

rior maxilla). In AG 2, the bone modeling pattern at the bottom and top

12%). Standard deviations are generally higher in AG 1 and 2 (ranging

(close to the frontomaxillary suture) of the frontal process were signifi-

from 13.9 to 18.7) compared with AG 4 (ranging from 7.4 to 12.6).

cantly different between populations, as well as along the zygo-

The Western European and South African AG 3 show the highest and

maticomaxillary suture.

lowest values (25.4 and 4.2 respectively; n = 2 in each population).
We computed the average bone modeling maps for each age
group and projected them onto their corresponding mean shapes
(Figure 6). We observed a general dichotomy of the bone, with the

3.3 | Comparison between the micro- and
macroscopic changes

frontal process being mostly represented by bone formation (the %BR
ranging from 0 to less than 50%), and the zygomatic process and max-

Figure 8 shows the PLS analysis between the Procrustes shape coor-

illary arcade mostly resorptive (with percentages ranging from

dinates and the bone modeling data in all populations. The first pair of

F I G U R E 7 Maps showing the results of the MANOVA testing for significant differences between populations at each square of the grid. Gray
squares show where the results are significant (for p ≤ .05)
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F I G U R E 8 Two-block partial least square (PLS) analysis between the bone modeling and morphological (shape) data (SW 1). X-axis: bone
modeling data; y-axis: morphological data, represented by the Procrustes shape coordinates. Each population is represented by a convex hull
(blue: Greenlandic Inuit; red: South African; orange: Western European). Age group means are represented by dots and corresponding numbers.
Solid lines connect the subsequent means

T A B L E 5 Percentages of total covariance, correlation coefficient
and p-value, computed for the first singular warp (SW 1) of the PLS
analysis between Procrustes shape coordinates and the
corresponding bone modeling patterns on all populations

SW1

positive values respectively correspond to a decrease in the bone
resorption associated with an increase in height and width of the
bone, particularly in the frontal process. Overall, the trajectories
show a similar pattern of covariation between shape and bone

% Total covariance

Correlation coefficient (R)

p-value

modeling from AG 2 (corresponding to the completion of the M1) to

73

0.42

.001

AG 4 (adulthood), although the Inuit (in blue) show the most different trajectory (more constant, implying less shape change). They
also show less overlap with the other two populations and less

singular warps (SW 1) explains 75.6% of the total covariance

overall variability.

between the two blocks (correlation coefficient: 0.42; Table 5). The

To avoid the influence of each population on the others, separate

x-axis separates the younger and older individuals (although more

PLS analyses were performed (Figure 9; Table 6). As before, a similar

variation is seen in Western Europeans in the youngest age groups).

pattern is observed in all populations, with the highest variability

On the y-axis, a shape change of the orbital ridge is observed.

observed in the youngest individuals (AG 1) and the lowest in the

Although a high overlap is observed, the Inuit AG 1 individuals plot

adults (AG 4). This corresponds to a general decrease in bone resorp-

toward the positive values while the other two populations AG

tion in all populations, and an increase in height and width of the max-

1 plot toward the negative values. Changes on both axes toward

illa. The distribution of bone resorption, although overall very similar,
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F I G U R E 9 Two-block partial least square (PLS) analyses between the bone modeling and morphological (shape) data for each population
(SW 1). Left: plots for each population; (a) Greenlandic Inuit, (b) South African, (c) Western European. Age groups are delimited by convex hulls
within each plot. Age group means are represented by dots and corresponding numbers. Solid lines connect the subsequent means. The Western
European and South African AG 3 are only represented by two individuals, connected by a solid line and shown in the graph as numbers. Right:
visualizations of the shape and bone modeling changes corresponding to SW 1 positive and negative extremes
T A B L E 6 Percentages of total covariance, correlation coefficients
and p-values, computed for the first singular warp (SW 1) of the PLS
analyses between Procrustes shape coordinates and the
corresponding bone modeling data for all age groups in each
population, separately
% Total
covariance

Correlation
coefficient (R)

pvalue

Greenlandic Inuit

73

0.62

.001

Western
European

85.2

0.59

.001

South African

74.2

0.51

.06

shows slight differences in each population that are linked to shape
differences, mostly in the frontal process and the projection of the
anterior maxilla.

4

|

DI SCU SSION

We investigated the intraspecific variability of the bone modeling patterns in the maxillae of three human populations, and compared the
expression of their microscopic patterns to the development of their
macroscale features during ontogeny.
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4.1 | Maxillary morphology and ontogenetic
patterns

1 might explain this difference (such as in the South African AG 3–4
represented by only two individuals).

Previous studies have already shown that population differences in
facial

morphology

develop

early,

possibly

prenatally

(Bastir,

4.2

|

Variability of the bone modeling patterns

O'Higgins, & Rosas, 2007; Bulygina et al., 2006; Freidline et al., 2015;
Sardi & Ramirez-Rozzi, 2012; Vidarsdóttir et al., 2002; Viðarsdottir &

The analysis of bone resorption showed comparable distributions and

O'Higgins, 2003); however, the morphological variation in prenatal

means in the %BR in all populations (Figure 5, Table 3), although Inuit

stages has only been investigated in few studies (Mooney &

possess slightly more resorption on average. We found a shared gen-

Siegel, 1986; Weinberg, 2005; Morimoto, Ogihara, Katayama, &

eral bone modeling pattern in all three populations (Figure 6), with

Shiota, 2008; Nicholas, 2016). Using geometric morphometric tech-

predominant bone formation in the frontal process and bone resorp-

niques, Nicholas (2016) found shape differences in the fetal maxilla

tion in the maxillary arcade as shown in former studies (Brachetta-

between African- and European-Americans as early as the second tri-

Aporta, Gonzalez, & Bernal, 2019a; Enlow & Bang, 1965; Kurihara,

mester. The results of our morphological analysis further support

Enlow, & Rangel, 1980; Martinez-Maza et al., 2013; Schuh

these findings, as shape differences between the three populations

et al., 2019). However, we did find significant statistical differences in

can be observed already around birth (Figure 2). The developmental

bone modeling between the three populations (Table 4). These differ-

simulations performed on each population showed that they are not

ences have been highlighted in the location of bone resorption

interchangeable, as differences in the trajectory sizes, shapes, and

(Figures 6 and 7), particularly in the Inuit pattern that shows a more

magnitudes could be observed (Adams & Collyer, 2009). At a similar

anterior area of bone resorption (on top of the incisors' roots); this

age group, the Inuit maxilla is always larger and more developmentally

observation can already be made from AG 1 as shown by the results

advanced, and the shorter length of their developmental trajectory

of the MANOVA (Figure 7, Supporting Information S2). Both Inuit and

suggests less postnatal shape changes than in the two other

Western Europeans possess taller and narrower nasal regions than

populations. When interchanged, the South African and Western

South Africans, and our results seem to suggest that significant differ-

European trajectories mostly result in a displacement of the simulated

ences in bone modeling exist in this region that comprises the frontal

adults along PC1, suggesting differences in the amount of shape

process and the anterior maxilla (Figure 7; also shown at the morpho-

change along a largely similar developmental trajectory in comparison

logical level in Figure 3); although this would have to be tested on

to the Inuit. All of this suggests differential pre-, as well as postnatal,

more individuals. Moreover, we observed that population-specific

rates and/or timings of development as already suggested by other

bone modeling patterns are present since early stages, and maintained

studies (Sardi & Ramirez-Rozzi, 2012; Vidarsdóttir et al., 2002).

throughout ontogeny until at least adolescence (AG 3 in our sample);

Freidline et al. (2015) who analyzed the whole face and employed

however, this could not be tested statistically. Yet with this observa-

similar populations as in this study, demonstrated as well that facial

tion, we can still conclude that the expression of bone resorption is

morphological variability arises from differential developmental

likely a highly genetically controlled process, and its location on bone

patterns, mostly driven by size differences.

surfaces underlies the development of a specific form. The repetition

The heat maps in Figure 4 were computed to compare patterns

of a bone modeling pattern within a group/species may be indicative

of shape differences between subsequent age groups in the three

of developmental canalization (Hallgrímsson, Willmore, & Hall, 2002;

populations. These shape differences were interpreted as the general,

Waddington, 1942).

main displacements of the bone between two subsequent age groups

The progressive decrease observed throughout ontogeny in the

(as the bones are continuously growing in all directions; Enlow, 1966).

percentages of bone resorption (attaining lower values and less varia-

All populations show a similar general pattern of displacements

tion in adults) implies lowered osteoblastic and osteoclastic activities

between age groups, with a main anterior displacement in the frontal

that follow a general decrease in the growth rate of the face in later

process and most of the posterior displacement observed in the

ontogeny (Bastir, Rosas, & O'Higgins, 2006). McCollum (2008)

canine fossa. This corresponds to areas that are predominantly for-

described different types of bone resorption, such as “aggressive” and

ming and resorptive throughout ontogeny, respectively (although

“skimming.” Skimming resorption affects the boneless, and according

bone resorption is expressed on intermediate levels; see the mean

to our data, is more predominant in adults, which again suggests dif-

bone modeling maps in Figure 6). Inuit show less posterior displace-

ferences in cellular rates between the latter and the subadults. Bone

ment in the canine fossa, which can explain their midfacial flatness

resorption is also slightly less predictable, and when present as small-

(Hennessy & Stringer, 2002); however, they do not differ from the

localized fields, may indicate areas of bone remodeling in response to

other populations in the anterior maxilla where we expected the most

biomechanical demands. Interestingly, adult South Africans in our

differences (see discussion below). Interestingly, the heat maps all

sample show a higher %BR than the two other populations; this might

indicate a rather late development of the canine fossa, except

be due to the composition of this age group (with younger adults), but

between the Western European AG 1 and 2 that already show a mar-

demonstrates that bone modeling can stay as active as during child-

ked posterior displacement compared with the two other populations.

hood until at least early adulthood. In a study from 2013, Martinez-

The higher number of very young individuals in this population AG

Maza and colleagues found differences in the bone modeling patterns
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of subadult and adult Western Europeans. According to the authors,

facial features facilitate the dissipation of vertical occlusion forces

resorption in adults is restricted to the posterior canine region. They

such as a more anteriorly positioned postorbital bar, an anterior root

concluded that these differences result in a change of the general

of the zygomatic bone, and hypertrophied masseter muscles.

facial growth vector, from a mainly forward/downward vector found

Coon (1962) also noted an anterior displacement of the temporalis

in subadults to a unique forward direction in adults. Although a similar

(that is on average larger than in other populations) and masseter.

finding is shown in our adult Western Europeans (n = 6; Figure 6), we

Toro-Ibacache, Zapata Muñoz, and O'Higgins (2016) observed

generally observed that areas affected by bone resorption in adults

lowered peak strains in more vertical faces, which could apply to the

are comparable to those observed in subadults, as discussed by

Inuit as their facial prognathism is reduced compared with other

Brachetta-Aporta, Gonzalez, and Bernal (2019b). It is thus difficult to

populations. Thus, a more anterior resorptive field (on the incisors) as

conclude whether a significant change in the general direction of

well as a more lateral development of the facial components might be

growth occurs between the two. Changes in facial size and shape dur-

linked to their facial flatness, whereas a more lateral resorptive field

ing

studies

(on the canine fossa) might create a more concave maxilla as seen in

(Behrents, 1985; Behrents, 2008; Guagliardo, 1982; Hellman, 1927;

Western Europeans and South Africans. We thus propose that the

Israel, 1968, 1977; Williams & Slice, 2010). These changes can be

location of bone resorption on the bone may be a response to larger-

found in both the soft tissues (Behrents, 2008; Windhager

scale ontogenetic patterns (such as integration patterns within the

et al., 2019) and bones (Albert, Ricanek, & Patterson, 2007). Williams

skull), and result from compensatory mechanisms as proposed by

and Slice (2010) observed a decrease in facial height in the super-

other authors (Mitteroecker et al., 2020; O'Higgins, Bromage, John-

oinferior direction, as well as a lateral expansion associated with age.

son, Moore, & McPhie, 1991). Finally, the analysis of covariation

The authors observed shape changes in the orbital, zygomatic, and

between the shape residuals and the bone modeling patterns again

maxillary alveolar regions, with variations dependent of the sex and/or

highlighted subtle population differences (Figure 8, Supporting Infor-

ethnic origin studied. Whether they relate to bone modeling changes

mation S3 and S4), while overall, a similar general pattern is found

in elderly individuals remains to be tested.

(Figure 9). This suggests that only slight, but significant changes in the

adulthood

have

been

demonstrated

by

several

location of the bone modeling patterns participate in the shape
differences observed in human populations.

4.3 | Facial ontogenetic patterns at the micro- and
macroscopic scale
5

|

CONC LU SION

Inuit possess distinct external and internal nasal shapes that have
been linked to an adaptation to cold climates (Maddux et al., 2017),

This study investigates for the first time the bone modeling patterns

and different analyses in this study suggest that bone modeling pat-

of several geographically distinct human populations, and shows the

terns of this area slightly differ between populations (Figures 6 and 7).

importance of considering a large, diverse sample to try to better rep-

Apart from the nasal region, morphological adaptation to climate has

resent the variation at the species level. We showed that although

proved complex in human populations, as their association can only

Homo sapiens express overall similar general maxillary ontogenetic

be highlighted in cases of extremely cold environments (Evteev

bone modeling patterns and shape changes, population-specific differ-

et al., 2013; Harvati & Weaver, 2006). South Africans who possess

ences can be found at both levels. These are expressed in the rates

rather short and broad frontal processes (Figure 3) express slightly

and timing of development that occur pre- and post-natally, in the

more bone formation in this area, while Inuit and Western Europeans

complex integration of the face with other cranial components during

who possess more elongated frontal processes show resorption until

ontogeny as well as in the location of bone resorption (particularly in

at least AG 3. Moreover, the anterior nasal spine (ANS), a unique

the nasal region). The subtle discrepancies in the bone modeling pat-

human morphological feature (Ashley-Montagu, 1935), is known to

terns observed in this study suggest that shape differences are merely

show population differences in its development (Mooney &

due to differences in rates and/or timings of development (at the cel-

Siegel, 1986). In this study, the ANS region is often resorptive in sub-

lular level) than differences in the location of bone resorption. Inuit

adults, particularly in Inuit who consistently show a reduction in the

are the most distinct at both levels, showing more advanced maxillary

size of the ANS compared to the other two populations (Figure 3).

development and a more anteriorly resorptive field, which could

Thus, the forward development of the ANS might depend on the ratio

explain the horizontal development of their midface. Moreover, this

between bone formation and resorption to which it is subjected dur-

study shows that population-specific bone modeling patterns in

ing ontogeny. This also shows the importance of considering different

H. sapiens are maintained throughout ontogeny; and this may apply as

human groups in the analysis of intraspecific variation of the bone

well to other hominin species. Although most of the features are

modeling patterns, as previous work with reduced sample sizes found

established at birth, changes in the bone modeling and morphological

mostly bone formation in this region (Enlow & Bang, 1965). Moreover,

patterns observed here highlight the role of later phases of postnatal

the location of the maximum %BR (in the anterior maxilla) is unique to

ontogeny in shaping the human face. Adults show an important reduc-

the Inuit sample of this study (Figure 6). According to Hylander (1977),

tion in the total percentage of bone resorption, but resorbing areas

the Inuit face is well adapted to high load demands, as many of their

are found at similar locations than subadults. These results bring new
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insights into our knowledge of ontogenetic patterns that lead to
morphological variability.
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